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9 Classroom-Tested Ways to Teach the New MLA Style
Need help teaching the eighth edition of the MLA Handbook? Visit the Teaching Resources
section of The MLA Style Center for nine lesson plans, including worksheets and sample

assignments, from our team of master teachers. Start planning your spring syllabus today!

Commonsense URLs

Quiz: There, Their, There
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Are long URLs making your works-cited list
unreadable? Read about when to truncate
Web addresses and get practical tips on how
to do so. Find out more.

Test your knowledge of the homophones
there, their, and they’re by taking our quick
quiz and get explanations from the MLA
editors. Find out more.

The Elegance of Simplicity

Solar System

Filler phrases add bulk to your sentences
without adding meaning. An MLA editor
identifies common culprits and presents the
case for simplicity. Find out more.

If you need more guidance than the
dictionary offers to figure out whether to
capitalize sun, moon, and earth, our editors
are here to help! Find out more.

Anxious about Annotations?

Critique versus Criticize

Compiling an annotated bibliography?
Teaching students how to create one?
Should you use fragments or sentences?
We’ve got advice. Find out more.

Does the distinction between the
words critique and criticize matter in
academic writing? An MLA editor thinks it
does. Find out more.

Picture-Perfect Citations

See You at NCTE!

What information do you need to include

Visit us at the NCTE convention (18–20

when you’re citing an image, and does it
matter where you saw it? Readers asked,
and our editors answered. Find out more.

November). We’ll give out fifty free copies
of the MLA Handbook each day, and you
can enter to win some for your class!
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Modern Language Association, 85 Broad Street, suite 500, New York, NY 10004-2434
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